TOPICS

English Comprehension:
- The Horse Race.

English Literature:
- The Grandad Tree

Grammar:
- Punctuation
- Comprehension and Superlative Adjectives

Creative Writing:
- Picture Story
- Spellings (Weekly)
- Journal Writing

Mathematics
- Addition (with and without carry over)
- Addition Story Sums

Science
- How do solids, liquids and gases behave?
- Melting, freezing and boiling
- Melting in different solids

Social Studies
- Mountains

Islamiat
- Surah-e-Falak (Arabic and Translation)

Learning continued with the same zeal and enthusiasm,

English:
- As an extended activity of "The Grandad Tree", a picture pasting activity was done. The children took great delight in showing off their family tree to one another.
- Degrees of adjectives were introduced through an activity, comparing qualities of different students with one another.

Science
- Experiments were conducted to get hands-on knowledge as to how solids melts, liquid freeze and steam condenses.

Social Studies
- Students worked enthusiastically on the project assigned and came up with interesting facts related to the topic "Mountain Ranges in Pakistan"

Islamiat
- A “Fact File” of the Surah with its background and purpose of revelation was done.

Attendance is a critical factor in any child’s school success. Children should attend school every day, except in cases of illness or emergency. It is impossible to replace the learning that happens on any school day with make up work. Regular attendance and promptness are good habits that are expected and appreciated at all levels of schooling. This year, make school a priority in your household. Commit to excellence in attendance. Your child’s future depends on it!